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GRAPHICS 
DRAWING AND DESIGN TOOLS 

THE GRAPHICS MAGICIAN® 
BY MARK PELCZARSKI and DAVID LUBAR 
The Graphics Tool for Professional Programmers 

PAINTER 
The Graphics Magician Painter allows you to create computer graphics screens in hundreds of colors and 
patterns with lines, circles, automatic fills , boxes, and "brushes" for shading and detail. Plus, it stores the 
pictures in a unique way that allows hundreds of pictures to fit on a single disk (as opposed to 6 to 12 
per disk, which is normal) . By storing the artist's moves, you can even replay the moves and edit them at 
any time. 

ANIMATOR 
The Graphics Magician Animator lets you design animations by designing shapes (and any internal 
animation within shapes, such as legs walking, eyes blinking, etc.) , drawing paths fo r movement, then 
using the "choreographer" to combine up to 32 shapes and paths with starting locations, repeat loops , 
and more. 

The machine language routines and finished paintings and animations can be used and controlled from 
you r own programs. Instructions and examples are given. The Animator and Painter are available 
together in one package for some computers, separately for others. 

THE COMPLETE GRAPHICS SYSTEMTM 
BY MARK PELCZARSKI 
Th is set of graphics software is fo r non-programmers interested in computer painting and computer 
design. A drawing program lets you create screens with lines, circles, boxes, ellipses, triangles, over 100 
colo rs and patterns, automatic fi lls, and brushes to add shading, texture, and detail. Add text in different 
sizes anywhere on the graphics screen. A 3-D design program lets you create 3 -D line drawings and 
rotate and edit from any angle in true 3-D perspective . .. yo u don 't even have to use coordinates! This 
is the most complete computer graphics software ever available on a microcomputer. 

THE GRAPHICS MAGICIAN® JUNIOR 
BY MARK PELCZARSKI 
This is a simple -to-use drawing program that has all the painting features of a program like The Complete 
Graphics System or The Graphics Magician Painter, but without the extra programming portions and 
depth of the above. You can draw using lines, circles, boxes, over 100 colors and patterns, automatic 
color filling, and brushes for shading, texture, and detail. Finished drawings can be saved to disk and 
recalled anytime for showing or editing. 

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE ACCESSORIES 
PAPER 
GRAPHICS™ 
BY ROBERT RENNARD 
This program lets you print 
your graphics to a/Q1ost any 
printer. It also lets you rotate. 
scale. crop. and combine 
pictures. 

TRANSITIONS™ 
BY ANDRE SCHKLOWSKY 
A computerized slide show that 
lets you display your pictures 
like a slide projector or set up 
self-running shows. Between 
pictures you can set any of 44 
professional screen "wipes." or 
transitions. that give your 
presentation that extra touch of 
quality. 

CAT GRAPHICS™ 
BY DAVID SHAPIRO 
Adds over 50 graphics and 
sound commands to Basic. in
cluding Circle. Fill. Box. 
Magnify. and much more . Le ts 
you create professional quality 
graphics from Basic. Th e same 
commands work with both stan
dard Apple graphics and with 
double high -resolution. so 
programs can be run with 
either. 

MAP PACK™ 
BY HOWARD RUBIN 
Contains over 100 pre-drawn 
maps. including all 50 states. 
the continents. and Canadian 
provinces . For use with The 
Complete Graphics System. 
The Graphics Magician Junior. 
or other drawing programs. 

ADDITIONAL 
TYPESETS™ 
Provides over 50 extra 
typefaces for use with The 
Complete Graphics System . 
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INTERACTIVE NOVELS WITH GRAPHICS 
Put a small universe inside your computer, and climb right in ... 
with a COMPREHEND Interactive Novel. You become the lead 
character and control the course of the story as you explore 
strange new worlds. Communicate what you want to do with full
sentence, plain English commands. Vivid text AND graphics 
describe your locations, what you see, and the results of your 
actions. The COMPREHEND series has a parser and depth 
preViously found only in all-text adventures . . . but also includes 
the graphics quality that has long been the trademark of 
Polarwarel Penguin Software. Experience a COMPREHEND 
Interactive Novel today! 

BY ANTONIO ANTIOCHIA 
Return to Transylvania with Princess Sabrina and 
Prince Erik and find the evil Vampire, who has stolen 
the Crimson Crown, before he discovers its powers . 
In doing so, you must first negotiate the hazards of 
the forest and its underworld. It is not necessary to 
have first played Transylvania. 

transylvaniaM 

BY ANTONIO ANTIOCHIA 
Th e most popular "graphics adventure" of all time 
has now been enhanced in a new COMPREHEND 
edition. New locations and puzzles, more text and 
vocabulary, and award-winning graphics add to this 
classic adventure. Search the forests of Transylvania 
to find Princess Sabrina, but avoid th e perils . .. 

()()-T()~()iM 
ORIGINAL STORY BY MICHAEL BERLYN 
You were de livering an important cargo to Earth: the 
plague serum that will save its inhabitants! But you 've 
been intercepted and taken captive by space pirates 
on the moon of Oo-Topos. You must escape, repair 
your ship, and deliver your cargo in this beautifully 
illustrated science fiction adventure. 

rq:,,~ C~teb Wlirror™ 
BY HOLLY THOMASON AND EAGLE BERNS 
A new, COMPREHEND-enhanced edition of another 
favorite . The evil King Voar has take n control of 
Starbury and has its residents under his dominating 
rule, and he is close to obtaining the last piece 
of a broken , magical mirror that would make him 
invincible. You must acquire the mirror first! 

COMPREHEND Interactive Novels are or will be available for Apple. Macintosh. Atari XL, XE , 
and ST series. Commodore 64 and 128, Amiga. and IBM PC and compatibles. All trademarks 
be long to Polarwarel Penguin Softwa re, In c. 



FANTASY ADVENTURES 
XYPHUS™ 
BY SKIP WALLER and DAVE ALBERT 
Xy phus is a fantasy role-playing game consisting of six independent scenarios. You must fight your way 
through each , while increasing the abilities of your party of up to four characters. Independent character 
movement makes Xyphus a combination of a traditional fantasy game and a strategic combat game. 

SWORD OF KADASH™ 
BY CHRIS COLE 
Sword of Kadash is a one-character action game that has some elements of fantasy role-playing, and 
some elements of adve nture. You 'll find over 200 rooms, each with its own puzzles and personalities, as 
you work your way through the Fortress of the Dragon accumulating weapon ry, armor, and treasures 
while searching for the enchanted sword. 

-HOME-PRODUCJIVIPI 
.~ HOME DATA MANAGER™ 
.:.:: BY MARK PELCZARSKI 

Home Data Manager is a simple-to-use and versatile filing system . You can use it with little or no 
instruction. It's fast and powerful, containing all the necessary features of software four or five times the 
cost. With it you can quickly enter information , sort it, search for any item, and print data and reports in 
any format you design. It uses an intuitive graphics display that shows you information in "file-folders," 
allowing you to qUickly scan through data. Report formats are also designed on the graphics screen , so 
you can see exactly what your printed pages will look like. Data disks can hold over 1000 entries, and 
{unlike most data managers} they can be split, combined, and modified however you wish. It's the most 
effective choice for most home and small business applications. 

HOME CONNECTION™ 
BY WILLIAM SHAW 
Home Connection is a simple-to -use communications package for use with a modem. It provides all 
common communications functions of software two or three times the price. It lets you easily capture 
any session for storing to disk or later printing, and it also has an on -line editor that lets you compose 
documents before dialing, saving valuable connect time. Home Connection works with most every 
modem and communications card {o r Apple lIc}. Included is a $15 certificate for time on Compuserve, 
so you can get started immediately! 

DISK REPAIR KITTM 
BY DAVID WINZLER 
This utility is one you hope you never use , but when it is needed it can be worth a hundred times its 
cost. Disk Repair Kit automatically fixes most damaged disks, and on those that it can not fix by itself, it 
allows you to scan information where data has actually been lost, and allows you to salvage all intact 
data and put it onto a good disk. 




